A companion to the author's dating website, SEEKING ARRANGEMENT: The Definitive Guide to Sugar Daddy and Mutually Beneficial Arrangements, opens the door on alternative relationship configurations to smash old stereotypes and break down puritanical assumptions. A revolutionary guide, it contains information useful to anyone striving to create successful relationships. Honest and frank about sex, money, and issues of morality, Wade gives us the real dope on the modern Sugar Daddy not a rich decrepit 'captain of industry' exploiting empty-headed vixens for hedonistic pleasure, but a mature gentleman seeking fun and pleasure with women of substance. Nor are Sugar Babies all young bimbo-victims, but women who know what they want and go after it. People of all ages, backgrounds, and income levels enter into these arrangements seeking a more exciting and fulfilling life. Wade doesn't champion a cause - he knows these arrangements aren't everyone's cup of... ahem... sugar. He simply prepares readers to navigate the online world of arrangements, avoiding scams and frauds, and learning to maximize satisfaction. Addressing issues relevant to any non-conventional behavior, it is, in a broader sense, about learning to live as you choose, rather than by society's dictates.
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